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Summary
1. Maximum likelihood analyses for testing hypotheses about how rates of dispariﬁcation might vary
across clades can provide important insight into the evolutionary process. While the Brownie phylogenetic library can perform such analyses, it does so outside of a general scripting environment.
2. We present RBrownie, an interface between the Brownie phylogenetic library and the R software
environment, which provides easy access to the main methods in Brownie (see O’Meara 2008; PhD
Dissertation, Nature Precedings), including discrete ancestral state reconstruction. In addition,
RBrownie supplies a direct interface to Brownie, allowing advanced users to construct more complex combinations of analyses and to execute any newly added Brownie functions.
3. Overall, it is a package that features evolutionary rate analyses in a ﬂexible and familiar environment.
Key-words: bioinformatics, comparative analysis, evolutionary biology, phylogenetics,
reconstruction, software

Introduction
There are many potential factors that can aﬀect rates of phenotypic evolution (‘dispariﬁcation’; Ackerly 2009) over time. For
example, changes in life-history and environmental traits have
both been suggested to be signiﬁcant contributors to changes
in evolutionary rates. A classic example is the transition in
locomotion from legs to wings in Theropods, which may have
accelerated the evolution of leg shape and size by removing
constraints to their function (Gatesy & Middleman 1997).
Methods for testing hypotheses about whether such trait
changes have aﬀected evolutionary rates are available in a
C++ program called Brownie (O’Meara et al. 2006;
O’Meara 2008) and, to some extent, in various R scripts (see
Supporting Information). RBrownie makes these and other
methods available in the R software environment by acting as
an interface layer between R and the Brownie C++ library. It
is available through the Comprehensive R Archive Network
(CRAN), the package management system native to R. In
addition to making Brownie methods available to the wider R
audience, it is one of the ﬁrst extensions of the phylogenetic
package Phylobase (Hackathon et al. 2010). Phylobase data
structures are extended to include support for character
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mapping on to phylogenies, speciﬁcation of taxa sets and tree
weights, and novel plotting functions for viewing the results
of the evolutionary rate tests (Fig. 1). Below, we describe the
software in more detail and give examples of its application.
Links to tutorials and further information on this software are
provided in the Supporting Information.

Description
TESTING CONTINUOUS RATES

One of the major functions in the Brownie library is testing
hypotheses about rates of evolution of continuously valued
characters. The method for testing hypotheses about rates is
discussed in detail by O’Meara et al. (2006). Brieﬂy stated,
these methods test for the presence of evolutionary rate shifts
on phylogenetic trees. As an example, Collar et al. (2009) used
Brownie to test the hypothesis that the development of piscivory (a discrete, binary trait) in centrarchid ﬁshes had a limiting eﬀect on the morphological diversiﬁcation of key parts of
the skull and jaw.
Brownie allows the user to ﬁrst estimate the rate of continuous trait evolution for groups deﬁned a priori and then
test whether the inferred evolutionary rates for each group
are meaningfully diﬀerent. A group can be a clade, or it
can be all the branches in a phylogeny for which the
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Fig. 1. Non-censored rate test applied to parrot ﬁsh jaw morphology.
The legend in the upper left shows the inferred rates of jaw evolution
under Brownian motion for browsers (state 0) and excavators/scrapers (state 1).

mapped character trait has a certain value (e.g. all lineages
that are assumed to have the piscivory trait). Currently,
there are two options for modelling the evolutionary
dynamics of a continuous trait under observation: Brownian motion (BM) and the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process
(OU). Further, Brownie implements two approaches for ﬁtting either of these continuous trait evolution models: the
non-censored approach (BM and OU) and the censored
approach (BM only) (in RBrownie, see the runNonCensored and runCensored commands, respectively). The two
approaches diﬀer in how they treat the branches along
which group membership is inferred to have changed.
For either Brownian motion or Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
processes, the null hypothesis of both the censored and the
non-censored approaches constrains all branches to the same
set of parameter values. The alternative hypothesis for the
non-censored approach constrains the rate (BM) or mean
(OU) parameter to be the same for all branches within each
user-speciﬁed group, while in the censored approach, the
branches on which group changes occur are deleted, and evolutionary parameter values are inferred for each resulting subtree
independently. Group membership is assigned either explicitly
by a character state that is mapped onto each branch (Huelsenbeck, Nielsen & Bollback 2003) or implicitly by whether or not
the branch is included in a subtree which only comprises a
subset of all the taxa.
In RBrownie, character states are handled as attributes
assigned to each branch of a tree. When character traits change
along a branch, that branch is divided into sub-branches that
indicate where along the branch the change took place. Character states can be added to trees in R directly through accessor
functions, or they can be read in from branch-annotated nexus

tree ﬁles (Maddison, Swoﬀord & Maddison 1997; Bollback
2006; Supporting Information) similar to those used by mesquite (Maddison & Maddison 2010), allowing a variety of
methods to be used to assign state changes to branches. Similarly, RBrownie allows users to deﬁne sets of taxa (for implicitly assigning group membership) through accessor functions,
or they can be read in from an optional ASSUMPTIONS
block within the nexus ﬁle. Once group membership and the
approach (censored or non-censored) have been speciﬁed,
maximum likelihood is used to ﬁt a continuous time model to
the data under both sets of constraints (the null and the alternative). Finally, the likelihood values that are returned may be
compared.
It is important to note that RBrownie is not constrained to
operate on a single tree or a single morphological character.
For example, when presented with multiple trees, the user can
iterate analyses over all possible combinations of trees and/or
characters and the same censored or non-censored analysis can
be performed on each, giving an indication of the consistency
of the results with regard to phylogenetic uncertainty.
Discrete character evolution
When tips are labelled with discrete data, RBrownie can estimate the ancestral states of those data given a particular tree or
set of trees (see the runDiscrete command) following the
method described in O’Meara (2008; Chapter 3). The design is
ﬂexible allowing users to arbitrarily specify rate matrices and
state frequency vectors and supports constraining certain elements of the rate matrix to be equal. It also allows state
changes to occur explicitly along branches and not only at
internal nodes. The number of changes that occur along a
branch connecting two nodes can be given an upper limit by
the user. Trees are returned with the ancestral states mapped
onto the branches, using sub-branches where needed, and ﬂexible plotting functions are provided for visualizing where
changes occurred on each branch.

Conclusion
RBrownie makes the Brownie C++ library available to R
users, providing access to useful analyses for addressing evolutionary rate questions. Building oﬀ of phylobase data structures (Hackathon et al. 2010), RBrownie adds support in R
for taxa sets and character mapping on to phylogenies and
provides ﬂexible methods for visualization of these new
structures. This provides a natural foundation for handling
phylogenetic and morphologic data and returning results of
non-censored and censored rate tests and discrete ancestral
character reconstructions. While accessor functions like
runDiscrete do not exist for each function in the Brownie
library, Brownie input ﬁles that use newer Brownie methods
like species delimitation (O’Meara 2010) can be constructed
and executed in RBrownie and will be supported through accessors in the future. This access to the Brownie library also
makes it easy for the advanced end user to construct and execute complicated combinations of analyses and makes future
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expansions of the Brownie library easier to implement.
RBrownie provides an important addition to R’s growing
phylogenetic toolkit.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article:
Data S1. Information on how to obtain, install and use RBrownie.
As a service to our authors and readers, this journal provides supporting information supplied by the authors. Such materials may be
re-organized for online delivery, but are not copy-edited or typeset.
Technical support issues arising from supporting information (other
than missing ﬁles) should be addressed to the authors.
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